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学位論文内容の要旨 
 
This thesis presents the study of fill-in-blank style problems for Java and C programming learning assistant system. 
First, the code completion problem (CCP) is proposed as a generalization of element fill-in-blank problem (EFP) in Java 
programming learning assistant system (JPLAS). In contrast to EFP, CCP does not show the locations of blank elements 
in the problem code to encourage students to improve code reading. Then, the element/code fixing problem (EXP/CXP) 
and the code amendment problem (CAP) are presented to generate various fill-in-blank style problems for the students 
to study code debugging along with code reading. Next, the blank element selection algorithm for C programming is 
proposed to generate EFP and CCP in C programming learning assistant system (CPLAS). In this way, this thesis 
introduces various fill-in-blank style exercise problems for Java and C programming learning.  
This thesis is organized as follows:   
Chapter 1 introduces the background, motivation and the contribution of the study in this thesis. 
Chapter 2 reviews the outlines of the web-based Java programming learning assistant system (JPLAS) and two 
representative exercise problems in JPLAS. 
Chapter 3 reviews the four algorithms that will be used in the studies of this thesis.  
Chapter 4 presents the code completion problem (CCP) in Java programming learning assistant system (JPLAS). 
Chapter 5 presents the element fixing problem (EXP) and the code fixing problem (CXP) in Java programming 
learning assistant system (JPLAS). 
Chapter 6 presents the code amendment problem (CAP) in Java programming learning assistant system (JPLAS). 
Chapter 7 presents the element fill-in-blank problem (EFP) in C programming learning assistant system (CPLAS). 
Chapter 8 presents the code completion problem (CCP) in C programming learning assistant system (CPLAS). 
Chapter 9 introduces related works to this thesis. 
Finally, Chapter 10 concludes this thesis with some future works. 
 
論文審査結果の要旨 
In this thesis, the applicant presented the comprehensive study of fill-in-blank style exercise problems with five 
contributions on improvements or advancements of the element fill-in-blank problem (EFP) for Java programming 
learning assistant system (JPLAS). JPLAS has been developed to offer various types of exercise problems with 
different levels, where any student answer is automatically marked. Among them, EFP was designed to support self-
studies of novice students to learn the Java grammar and basic programming through code reading. The blank 
elements in EFP are automatically selected by the blank element selection algorithm. 
Firstly, the applicant proposed the code completion problem (CCP) for JPLAS as the harder problem than EFP. 
CCP does not show the locations of the missing elements in the source code, and asks students to complete each 
statement by filling in the missing elements at the proper positions.  
Secondly, the applicant proposed the element fixing problem (EXP) and the code fixing problem (CXP) for JPLAS 
for debugging study. In EFP/CXP, the blank elements in EFP/CCP are replaced by the similar but incorrect elements 
that will be found by the error injection algorithm. 
Thirdly, the applicant proposed the code amendment problem (CAP) for JPLAS as a mixture of CCP and CXP. In 
CAP, either of blank or error element is randomly selected with the given probability for each blank. 
Fourthly, the applicant studied EFP for C programming learning assistant system (CPLAS) by extending the works 
for JPLAS. The blank element selection algorithm was newly designed and implemented for C programming 
including the C parser. 
Lastly, the applicant studied CCP for CPLAS by extending the related works. 
The applicant has published three journal paper, four international conference papers, and six domestic conference 
papers to present the contributions. 
From the overall evaluation of this thesis, the applicant has satisfied the qualification condition for the doctor 
degree in Engineering from the Graduate School of Natural Science and Technology at Okayama University. 
